Part-time translation job from German into Dutch (NL)

Are you interested in languages and international cultures? Looking to get hands-on experience in translation? Milengo offers you the opportunity to put your language skills to use and become a professional translator. You will take part in our Translator Academy, you will receive thorough training, feedback and support and become a part of our team of freelance translators.

What you will do

- Translate from German into Dutch
- Proofread your translations
- Learn from feedback
- Communicate promptly

What you bring

Languages
- Dutch ✅✅✅
- German ✅✅✅
- English ✅✅

Writing
- Grammar ✅✅✅
- Spelling ✅✅✅
- Punctuation ✅✅

Technical
- Internet connection ✅✅✅
- Windows OS ✅✅
- CAT knowledge ✅

Personal
- Meticulous ✅✅✅
- Reliable ✅✅✅
- Committed ✅✅✅

What we offer

- Training of fundamental translation skills and computer-aided translation tools
- Ongoing support from our translation project managers and senior translators
- Work from home with very flexible working hours
- Attractive hourly rates and payment terms
- Long-term cooperation

applications@milengo.com